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Herd and Mountaineers to battle oil lootbaU Held lor first dme since 1823
br CHRIS JOHNSON

before the tragic plane crash and it
was before Randy M088.
It was even before Marshall adaptA lot has changed since the last ed Thundering Herd as the school's
meeting between Marshall and West offical nickname.
Virginia University in 1923 which
After two years of hype it is finally
resulted in an 81-0 win for the time to renew a rivalry that has been
Mountaineers.
non-active for 74 years.
That was before any of the current
Thundering Herd football coach Bob
players time. It was before a lot of Pruett said, "The fun of coaching and
things. It was before Fairfield competing is the big game. This game
Stadium, Cam Henderson and Marco. with WVU,' as far as the fans are conIt was before I-AA National cerned is one of the greatest things to
Championships, Bob Pruett and the happen to sports in West Virginia."
Mid-American Conference. It was
Another sub-plot to this game is
sports correspondent

Marshall's return to the Mid-American Conference and the move up to
NCAA I-A status. The move has created questions about the Herd's readiness to play against tougher competiton.
The game has its share of high profile talent on the field. It is impossible
to mention Marshall football without
mentioning Moss.
The sophomore wide receiver from
Rand, W.Va. is on just about every
media outlet's All-American list as the
best receiver in all of college football.
WVU has 'famous Amos' on its side.

Amos Zereoue emerged as one of the
premier running backs in the nation
last season as a freshman.
Players from both teams have tried
to downplay Saturday's game.
Zereoue said, "'We don't discuss
Marshall around here. We leave that
up to the media and the fans."
Herd quarterback Chad Pennington
said, "The WVU game is bigger for the
fans than for the players. West
Virginia has the Big East and we have
the MAC. If we beat WVU, it doesn't
help us win the MAC."

see WVU, page 12
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MU offensive line ·ready to take control of the ball
with quite a bit of playing
time last year because of the
number of comfortable wins,
Marshall led the Southern
the offense should have no
Conference in passing, scorproblem picking up where it
ing and total offense last sealeft off.
son, going on to win the conHeisman candidate Randy
ference title and the national
Moss, who broke. several
1-AA championship. The
Marshall and NCAA records
last year, will be the player
Herd will be faced with a new
challenge in 1997 with the
everyone is watching.
"Randy opens up our
move to the Mid-American
Conference bringing not only
offense so much," Pennington
new opponents, but bigger,
said. "He gives us so many
stronger, faster and better
options."
Opposing defenses will
defenses.
With the loss of Eric
have to keep an eye on Moss,
but they will have to keep a
Kresser, last year's Southern
Conference leader in passing
close eye on the rest of
efficiency and total offense,
Marshall's talented wide
Eric Thomas, who led the
receivers.
"Moss will be doubleteamed often and we will
have to look to other
options," Pennington said.
"All of our other receivers
have come a long way."
Senior Mark Wicks,
finished third .o n the team
in receiving, junior Jerrald
Long, finished fourth on
the team in receiving in
1996 and junior LaVorn
Colclough, had 12 catches
for 132 yards and one
touchdown in 1~96, will
provide the depth that
Marshall will need for a ·
successful passing game.
Junior John White is .
expected to start at tight
end. He started five _games
in 1996 and caught eight
passes for 62 yards.
Juniors Javon Jenkins and
Jarrod Keely will be comLlow Turner (32) will be the Herd's second string running back
peting for playing time at
this season. Last year he rushed for 477 yards and six touch- tight end.
By EDWARD TERRY
Staff Reporter

team in rushing and Tim
Martin, who conttjbuted 1386
all-purpose yards, it would
that Marshall's offense will
not have the explosiveness
that scored 81 touchdowns,
on the ground and in the air.
This is not true. "I think our offense can be
just as explosive as it was last
season,"
said
Chad
Pennington, · Sophomore
quarterback who led the·
team to the 1996 national
championship game. "We are
going to move the ball, running and throwing."
With four starters returning on offense from last year's
championship team and the
return of a talented group

Photo by Brett Hal

Doug Chapman rushed for 1,238 yards and scored 16
touchdowns in 1996. He Is expected to carry the ball even
more this season as fellow 1,000 yard rusher Erik Thomas
graduated.

"I hope to go out and catch
a lot of passes," Colclough
said "We have a lot of depth
at wide receiver."
Of course the offense will
not be all passing. Tim
Nunez, offensive coordinator,
describes the offense as a mix
of run and pass.
"We hope to do a lot of the

same things we did last year,"
Nunez said. fiV(e definitely
want to run the ball more this
year." Running the ball
should not be a problem this
season. Sophomore Doug
Chapman, who set the school

see OFFENSE
page six

downs on only 63 rushing attempts.
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Defensive veterans, back-ups to lead 1997 Herd defense
by Chris Johnson
sports correspondent

There is an old clicM in
sports, 'offense puts fans in
the seats, defense wins ball
games.' If there was ever a
team to back that statement
up it was the 1996 Thundering Herd football team.
A year ago the Herd offense
lit up the scoreboard, averaging 485.8 yards per game and
43.9 points per game. Randy
Moss scored more touchdowns, 28, than three teams
~ the Southern Conference.
The Herd defense was
equally potent, but didn't
receive as much attention.
The defense gave up only 14.4
points per game and recorded
two shutouts. Only six times
did an opponent have a lead
against the Herd last year,
none by more than seven
points and none in the second
half.
But the Herd defenders will
have a tougher task this season, playing in the MidAmerican Conference and
looking to replace · six
starters.
Herd linebacker Larry
McCloud said, "I just look at
it as another year. A more difficult year than years past
because of the conference .
we're playing in and the competition level that we're going
to be playing. But I think
we're ready to meet the challenge."
McCloud, a senior, is one of
five returning starters along
with fellow seniors B.J.
Cohen, Thomas Maxwell,
Larry Moore and junior Ricky
Hall.
Cohen said although the
Herd will have six new
starters it's ·not that big of a
deal because the guys stepping in have plenty of experience.
"The only reason a lot of the
guys that are ·starting this

year didn't start last year is
because they were playing
behind such good players,"
Cohen said. "They all got a lot
of playing time last year and
played well. I think we will be
OK on defense."
Cohen, 6-3 240, is entering
his third season as a full-time
starter at the defensive end
position. Last season he was
named first-team All-American after recording 113 tackles and nine sacks. Cohen is
Marshall's all-time sack
leader with 37.
Freshman Paul 'lbviessi, 67 244, will back-up Cohen.
Senior Paul 'Totten, 6-0 252,
will start at the other defensive end position. He started
eight games last year in place
of the injured John Duncan.
'Totten had 40 tackles and five
sacks.
Sophomore Ron Puggi, 6-4
229, is listed as 'lbtten's backup. Puggi had 10 tackles last
year.
Three-time All-American
Billy Lyon leaves big shoes to
fill at the defensive tackles
position. Junior Joe Zeglowitsch, 6-3 250, is slated to
take over. Zeglowitsch has
played well in fall practice. As
a back-up to Lyon in 96, he
had 30 tackles and one sack.
Hall, 6-1 269, moved into
the starting nose guard slot
last season when Will Edwards suffered a season-ending knee injury. Hall will be
the starter once again this
season. Last year he had 54
tackles and four sacks.
Hall's back-up will be 6-2
263, sophomore Giradie Mercer. Mercer had 27 tackles
and one sack a year ago.
For the third consecutive
season McCloud will start at
the middle linebacker slot.
Last season he led the Herd
with 150 tackles. He also
recovered a SC best four fum.
bles, caused two more and
returned ~ interception for a

.
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Photo by Missy Young

John Grace, a 5-11 sophomo,:e linebacker, who finished eighth on the team in tackles with

72 and made one sack as a back-up In 1996, will Join sopbomore Andre O' Neal and senior
Larry McCloud in the linebacker corps this season.

year ago primarily in a backtouchdown.
Backing up McCloud will . up role. He also had one sack.
"Speed is my greatest
be Eric Pinkerton, a 6-2 233
sophomore. Pinkerton record- asset," Grace said. "It's really
more quickness, I guess. I try
ed seven tackles in 1996.
McCloud will be flanked by to know what to do and where
two sophomore linebackers, to be. The mental part of the
Andre O'Neal and John game is the main thing."
Junior Haman Allen, 6-3
Grace. They replace the graduated Jermaine Swafford and 210 will be the back-up to
O'Neal and freshman George
Jerome Embry.
"John and I have some big Miller will back-up Grace.
shoes to fill, " O'Neal said. Allen had eleven tackles last
"But we are up to it. I plan to year. Junior college transfer
Kemba Bryant could also see
play as hard as I can."
O'Neal, 6-2 229, registered some action at linebacker.
Maxwell, 5-7 178, returns
26 tackles and forced a fumas the rover (strong safety).
ble in 1996.
Grace, 5-11 201, was eighth Last season he had 83 tackles
on the team in tackles, 72, a and four pass break-ups.
Moore, 5-10 181, is the
other returning starting in
the secondary. He started six
games at cornerback in 1996
and had 57 tackles and two
interceptions.
Senior B.J . Summers, 5-9
185, will start at the other
cornerback spot. Summers
has seen action as a back-up
and a starter during the past
two seasons. Last year he had
43 tackles and one fumble
recovery primarily as a backup to All-American Melvin
Cunningham.
Junior Damone Williams,
5-7 156, and freshman Doug
Hodges, 5-7 181 are the second-string cornerbacks.
Williams is a converted
wide receiver and Hodges is a
converted running back.
Sophomore Rogers Beckett
takes over for Scott Smythe
at free safety. Beckett, 6-3
200, had 40 tackles in 1996
along with an interception
and a fumble recovery. He
also blocked a punt for a
touchdown. Beckett is considered by the coaching staff as
Photo by Brett HaU
a hard hitter and a player
AHhough All-American Melvin Cunningham (right) Is gone, the Herd secondary returns
with the knack for coming up
Thomas Maxwell (middle) and Larry Moore (left). Maxwell, 5-7178, returns as the strong safe- with a big play.
ty and Moore, 5-10 181, returns as a cornerback.

"Rogers is a very aggressive
player and a big hitter," coach
Bob Pruett said. "He's good in
run support, but he needs to
work on his man-to-man coverage. He has a chance to be a
good safety for us."
Beckett said he enjoys coming up with a big hit, but has
worked hard to improve his
pass coverage so he can get
more interceptions.
"Ever since little league,
I've been a decent hitter,"
Beckett said. "It's nice, but I'd
like to get more interceptions."
Senior Jeremy Eastwood
and junior Tim Dempsey will
be the back-up safeties .
Eastwood, 5-10 170, had 12
tackles last year. Dempsey, 61 206, had three t ackles a
year ago.
McCloud, Cohen and Maxwell will be counted on for
more than just their on-thefield talent. All three are
team captains and are
expected to provide leadership for the Herd defense.
"I hope to be a good leader,"
Cohen said. "If I go out ther e
and play hard and the other
guys follow my example then
everything will be all right."
Going up against bigger
players in the MAC and in
non-conference games against West Virginia and Army
will be a test for the Herd
defense, but Cohen said it
isn't· that big of a concern.
"We've played bigger schools
before. I like going up against
guys a little bigger. As a player you want to be tested all
the time by bigger guys, to
see what you are made of."
With that type of attitude
from the leaders, there is little reason to doubt the Herd
defense will be every bit as
strong as it was last year.
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·Call 529-RIDE -"
Student must present a valid Marshall I.D. when boarding the bus.
· Offer good September 1 through September 30, 1997
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Game should be first of .many,
though WVU superior team
by The Dally Athenaeum at West Virginia University
editorial staff
Finally, after all of the hype, after all of the bad afternoon on the artificial turf at Mountaineer
trash talking, judgment day is almost here. The Field could quickly drop the Mountaineers a few
state's two major universities will meet on the steps in stature. Worse yet, no one ~nows for
gridiron for the first time since Calvin Coolidge certain if there will even b.e a rematch. A onewas president. There is enough bad blood in the time loss against Marshall without a chance for
state between the followers of the two programs retribution would be a scar that blue and gold
to make a nice, gentlemanly contest unlikely.
fans would be unable to deal with. At the very
If you have been following the running story least, it would make it impossible for any WVU
that is the WVU-Marshall clash, then you know student from the southern part of the state to
about all of the interesting subplots: the lop· visit home in the near future.
sided scores of the turn of the century contests;
All of this drama, however, is exactly what colthe drama of Marshall's first appearance as a lege athletics is supposed to be all about.
Division I-A football team; the continuing saga
So here's to the contest this week. May it live
whether Randy Moss will do something stupid in up to the hype. Let's hope that every West
the next week to get himself ruled ineligible. Not Virginian in the state will be allowed to catch the
to mention the fact that no one knows for sure game on TV if they don't have a chance to be a
when or if the two teams will meet again in the part of the sellout crowd at Mountaineer Field.
near future.
Regardless of the outcome, let's hope that the
This much is for certain - the Mountaineers two athletic departments can up with a comprohave the most to lose. While the WVU football mise that will make this the first annual "Front·
program is clearly way and beyond Marshall's as Yard Brawl" instead of just an amusing footnote
far as facilities, tradition, and recruiting go, one in the long histories of the two schools.

Don't forget who scored last
when David battled Goliath
by Sherril Richardson
Parthenon editor
Underestimating your opponent can be a
deadly mistake. Just ask Goliath. Oh, that's
right. He's not around anymore, for that very reason. And if the Mountaineers aren't careful, they
may not want to be, if for no other reason than to
avoid a tremendous amount of ridicule and badgering if the Thundering Her9 are successful on
Saturday.
.
Yes, it is true that West Virginia University may
be superior in the area of facilities. But let us
remind everyone that the Herd tradition runs
deep - it is just not as widely publicized as are
the happenings of WVU. That, however, is about
to change now that Marshall is returning to the
Mid-American Conference as a force to be reek·
oned with.
As for recruiting efforts, it doesn't take a
nuclear physicist to calculate that the formula
that the Herd uses works: 15 • o = an unprecedented season, a national championship and a
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program that keeps growing.
It also doesn't take a genius to know that if you
assemble the right mix of players who work well
together, they can beat a team only armed with
outstanding performers in a few areas. Marshall
is solid overall.
For Marshall to defeat WVU would be a great
momentum booster for the players to carry with
them throughout the rest of the season.
However, a loss will not blind them to what is ultimately ahead - a respectable showing in a new
division.
So as the kickoff of high noon on Saturday fast
approaches, keep in mind that while WVU has
alot to lose if Marshall wins, this is only the
beginning for Marshall.
The well-known giant of West Virginia may be
in for a rude awakening. That awakening may
come in the form of a stampede - the
Thundering Herd are loose and on a roll.

W YOO LOVE FOOD FR..OM
~R..Olfl) ~ WC)RLD?
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The Parthenon would like to express its appreciation to
Ed Terry for his contributions to this issue.
We would also like to thank Chris Johnson for his guidance, leadership and hard work in coordinating Football
Preview 1997. Thanks for a job well done and good luck in
your future endeavors.
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Then try ~e International Cafe, across
1
from the Science building and e~1joy t h e ~·,S
taste of American, Greek and Middle
~
Eastern foods. We offer daily specials
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ALCOHOL BEVERAGE CONTROL
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(ask for Gus)
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SEMESTER $158
YEARLY $258

WELCOMES YOU BACK TO SCHOOL
HAVE A SUCCESSFUL YEAR. ..
AND REMEMBERYOU MUST BE 21 TO DRINK LEGALLY IN WV
DONALD L. STEMPLE, COMMISSIONER
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OFFENSE
from page two

record for rushing by a freshman with
1,238 yards, is expected to be the
starting tailback. In supporting roles
are sophomores Llow Turner who
aver aged 7.6 yards per carry and had
the longest rush of the season, a 71yard
touchdown
run
against
Chattanooga, and J ason Balwanz
rushed for 335 yards and seven touchdowns. Senior Javonne Darling adds
depth to the running back position
and will be counted on due a pre-season injury to Jason Balwanz.
Important to both the running and
passing attacks is the strength of the

offensive line.
"Our biggest weakness right now is
at the offensive tackles," Nunez said.
"We-have a lack of experience at those
positions. n
Three of five spots from last season's
offensive line must be filled. Senior
John Wade, a -first-team all-Southern
Conference selection and recently
invited to play in the Senior Bowi and
the Blue Gray All-Star Classic, will
anchor the offensive line at center.
Senior Brian Reed, who started every
game in 1996 and was voted second-team
all-Southern
Conference, is returning at right
guard. Bert Scarbrough, back-up
to Reed last season, moved into a
starting position at left guard.

Several players are competing for the
left and right offensive tackle positions, including: junior college transfers Jamie Rodgers and Brian Baxter,
sophomores Mike Guilliams, Chris
Scheuch and redshirt freshman
Jimmy Cabellos. Probably most
important to the success of Marshall's
offense will be the quarterback position. Chad Penning-ton, who was redshirted last season, will once again
have a change to lead the offense.
"Mentally and physically I've

improved 100 percent," Pennington
said. "Watching Eric (Kresser) play
last season taught me a lot of things."
As a freshman, Pennington threw
for 2445 yards an& a completion percentage of .619, which is second hightest in school history. Senior Mark
Zban, who has spent the past two seasons as a backup, is also competing for
the starting position. Sophomore Tim
Pruett is the third string quarterback
behind Pennington and Zban.

Mark Zban (7) wlll once again be the Herd's back-up quarterback.Photo b\l Melissa Young
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Randy Moss ·( 88) caught 78 passes for 1,709 yards and 28 ·
touchdowns in 1996. The sophomore wide receiver scored
at least one touchdown In every game.
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Marshall bids farewell to Southern Conference
by EDWARD TERRY
sports reporter

Thundering Herd football
games· will be a little different
this year. No more Citadel
cadets doing push-ups, Appalachian State mountaineer, ·
or the boom of the cannon at
VMI. In their place will be
new opponents, mascots, traditions and a bigger challenge.
After 20 years in the Southern Conference, Marshall is
bidding farewell to the I-AA
opponents that we were all so
familiar with. This fall Marshall begins play in the Mid
American Conference (MAC),
where it competed in football
from 1954 to 1968.
With Marshall and Northern Illinois' entrance, the
conference will have 12 members and will be divided into
Eastern and Western conferences. Marshall will play in
the Eastern division along
with Akron, Bowling Green,
Kent, ,Miami (Ohio), and
Ohio. The Western Division
will include Ball State, Central Michigan, Eastern Michigan and Northern Illinois.
"Every week will be a new
experience," said Tim Nunez,
offensive coordinator of the
Thundering Herd. "I've never
-played against a MAC team
and I'm not sure what to
expect."

The move to I-A football
and re-entry into the MAC
began when Marshall accepted an invitation in June 1995,
said Athletic Director Lance
West.
The move to the MAC will
have several benefits to the
university and the football
program. Among these include increased national exposure, a chance for Marshall
fans to follow the team on the
road because of teams in
Ohio, and more athletic scholarships, said Shawn Robin-.
son, assistant communication
director for the MAC.
Also changing will be the
academic standards. In the
Southern Conference freshman were required to maintain a 1.6 GPA, sophomores
1.7, juniors 1.8 and seniors
1.9 GPA. In the MAC, freshman and sophomores must
maintain a 1.8 GPA and
juniors and seniors a 2.0 GPA.
Malting the grade could be as
much of a challenge as the
new I-A opponents.
"Last year we had 40-some
guys that hadn't met MAC
requirements," said Bob
Pruett, head coach of the
Thundering Herd. "Our players have knuckled down and
did a great job."
Even before ·the first kickoff, Marshall has already
gained respect in the MAC. In
the MAC media poll Marshall

PIIOC0 by Missy Young

.

Marshall players conditlon-'8nd tone their muscles in preparation for the MAC.
.

was picked second in the
Eastern Division behind
Miami (Ohio). Marshall received 20 first place votes,
Miami received 39 and Ohio
received 8.
"The caliber of football will
be different, but I don't think
Marshall will have a prob-

lem," Robinson said. "Marshall has I-A players and they
will be able to compete."
Marshall's re-entry into the
MAC will change the football
program and the university,
but Marshall is not the only
thing that will_,.;ehange. For
the first time the MAC cham-

pionship will be decided in a
match-up between the champions from the Eastern and
Western divisions. The game
will be played in Huntington
on December 5 with the winner going on to play in the
Motor City Bowl, in Detroit,
Mich.
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Sugar Ray
"Floored"
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Prodigy
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· "le Here Now"
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Appearing Li11e In Person
September 10: Testament, Stuck Mojo, and Strapping Young Lad
September 16: Life of Agony - Call 522-0228 for more details!
.

.

DAVIDSON S MUSIC
1

952 Fourtll • - - • ICrOSS fran tlll llltll-Albll 1111ater
Open 11-, IMtll 9:00 Slllday 1:00 to &:00 --(504) 522-G228

STOP BY THE STADIUM
McDONALD'S AND PICK
UP YOUR STUDENT
DISCOUNT CARD FOR
FREE FOOD.
( JUST PRESENT YOUR
STUDENT I.D. CARD )
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rs1111
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Thundering Herd Football coaching Staff-

Aloot above

Tight Ends/ Tackles

Bob Pruett

Defensive Tackles/ Special
Teams

Assistant Head
Coach/Defensive Ends

Wide Receivers

Defensive Graduate ,
··
Assistant -

Mark Gale

Gunter Brewer

Shannon Morrison

Offensive Coordinator/Offensive Line

· Defensive Backs

Ofensive Graduate Assistant

Jay Hopson

Mike Bianchin

Quarterbacks

Strength & Conditioning
Coach

Head Coach

David Johnson

Tim Billings

Tim Nunez
Defensive
Coordinator/Linebackers

Tony Peterson

Kevin Kelly

Running Backs

Scott Bennett
Student Assistant Coach

Ernie Purnsley

-

Tim Openlander

'ALL STUDENTS, FACULTY & S·TAFF!
.Do you have your own computer at home? ·
Are you connected to the Internet?
Do you get tried of expensive rates and annoying busy signals?
Then try a WVNET account with University computing services and
·
have access to email, a web page and web browsing.

For only $15.00 per month!
Missy Young

Punt~r Chris Hanson had an average of 44.5 yards
per punt last year for the Herd which would have
been the best average in the nation but he didnt punt
enough to qualify.

To find out more stop by the M. U. Department
of Computing Services (Prichard Hall 2nd Floor)
or call 696-3200 to· talk to our Help Desk staff.

INSTANT CREDIT

Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
~
Up To $10,000 ~ithin Daysi
Yearr
No CREDIT, No JOB, No PARE~T-SIGNE~ No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit ·• no income?,
You Can Qualify To Receive
_ Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today! .

·
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Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

~-----------------------------~-----------~

I

:1 YE
· ' s~
'· .-I ..wantCRA,CreditPO Cards
immediately.
BOX 16662, ATL.t\NT~, G.t\ 30321
I

Name ............. ..,. . ....... . . . . .! ..................................~...................................................................................................................................·-···-..............................;.~........................................:.............~............~.;._.........................~.........:.........................................................~•••

Address.............·--·..··-·······--;·.'·········:..........................................................................................................................;.......................:..............................................-!
city ..................::...................'............................:........................._........................................-..:..-.. state .......-·-·--~-..........:._ztp .........................................

Signature ......................................................................................................;................................._.:......._....................-..................................................................
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Time for a ch&n
ctrns JOHNSON

sports coorespondent
This time last year I wrote a
column that made some bold
statements about the
Thundering Herd football
tearri. I predicted a perfect
season and a national championship, an offense that no
team could stop and a
defense that no team could
score against.
It's true, I predicted all of
that. But I 'm not some sort of
sports prophet or guru, even
though I like to joke around
the office about having such
sports powers.
I didn't go out on a very big
limb in picking success for the
1996 football team. I don't
think I was the only one not
surprised· to see what Coach
Bob Pruett and "his troops
accomplished.

their respective positions.
Now Marshall is back in the
Of course the talk of the
MAC and is playing WVU and
state right now is the highly
•
Army. A lot tougher comeptianticipated meeting with WVU.
tion than those pesky West
The talk started about two
Virginia State Yellowjackets;
years ago when the game was
The time was right for the
first announced and I guess it
Herd to leave the Southern
climaxed with last week's
Confemce and I-AA football.
blown-way-of-proportion comThere was nothing left to
. ments by Moss in Sports
accomplish, nothing left to
Illustrated.
prove. In one season Randy
I'm so sick of all the talk
Moss caught more touchdown
about they are bigger,
passes than three teams in
Marshall's never played in that
the SC.
big
of a stadium. Blah, Blah,
That's probably a little unfair
Blah.
to the SC, because Moss is
A game with this much emothe best receiver in the countion
and bragging rights on the
try. He may even be the best
line Isn't going to be decided
player in the country.
·
Yes, Moss get's a lot of hype by who is 1O pounds bigger or
who runs faster in the 40-yard
and yes it is worth it. He has
dash.
the rare telent of being able to
It is going to be decided by
make a big play at anytime.
whoever wants it more and
But there is still a wealth of
who plays with most heart.
talent on this team other than
The game will be a good
Moss.
measuring stick for the Herd
Chad Pennington has ice
before conference play begins.
water in his veins and will
llt's kind of funny, Marshall has
have no trouble leading the
yet to play a MAC game and
Herd offense. Doug Chapman
is a big time tailback and Larry virtually every publication has
McCloud, John Wade and B.J. picked them as the top team in
the Northern Division.
Cohen are three of the best at

Marshall will be competitive
in the MAC and has a good
shot of going to a bowl game.
I know I haven't made any
real predictions yet and I don't
know if I can.
I don't know what the outcome of the game Saturday is
going to be, I don't know if the
Herd can win the MAC title. I
don't know that the defense
can be as imposing or the
offense as potent.
Last year, you just kind of
knew something special was
in the making. ·
I have to laugh to myself
when I think of the football
program here in comparison to
my own college career. I've
been here longer than I probably should have bee. I was
even here when the escalators
in Smith'Hall worked.
I started about the same
time the football team program
really took off with the 1991 IAA title game appearance.
· Five national champfonship
appearances later the Herd
has moved on.
I have been here and covered the Herd's rise to promi-

nence. I was here for Jim
Donnan, Troy Brown, Willy
Merrick, Michael Payton, Chris
Parker, etc. and on down the
line to Moss and company.
I started as a sports journalist when the Herd began its IAA reign .ind I'm finishing up
and getting ready to move to
that next level myself, just like
the football team. And just like
the Herd my journey begins
deep in the heart of
Moutaineer country. But I don't
get to ride a bus back to
Huntington as this is my last
piece of work with the
Parthenon and I take my
sports journalist skills (or lack
there of as some would point
out) into the real world.
So I don't have any prophet
like predictions to leave behind
to my legion of fans or even
my entourage and proteges.
Well, its pretty safe to say
that Randy Moss will make a
few highlight films, but any socalled guru could come up
with that.
All I really know is that it is
time to move on, the football
team and me.
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Back in the saddle
Pennington ready to take hold of reins
.

.

Photo by Melias& Young

by CHRIS JOHNSON
sports correspondent

'l\vo years ago Chad Pennington was a freshman thrust
into the Thundering Herd's
starting quarterback slot
after injuries to Larry Harris
and Mark Zban. All Penn-ington did was lead the Herd to
the NCAA I-AA national
championship game and
along the way was selected as
Southern Conference Freshman of the Year.
The 6-3, 208 sophomore
from Knoxville, Tenn., threw
for 2,445 yards in his freshman campaign. H e completed
219 of 354 passes, 15 of which
went for touchdowns.
His 125.4 pass efficienc)l
rating was second in the SC
and 25th in the nation.
Pennington was set to be
the Herd's field general for
the next three years. Being a
starting quarterback for any
college football team· at any
level is not a common feat.
Despite his statistics, most

people were surprised at the
poise Pennington had being
U\iversity
on the field as a true freshman.
But enter Eric Kresser via
the University of Florida who put together one of the greatest seasons a MU quarter. back has ever had, leading
For;Rent
· , ·.
OFF STREET PARKING. Lot at
the Herd to a 15-0 record and
201 19th St.$100 a semester.
a n ational championship.
697-2632
/ 522-6252.
PRE-LEASING for fall semester.
exciting to watch
Pennington was the odd man
New
,management.
Marshall
out. He was red-shirted in
NEWLY REMODELED. New
Plaza Apartments. 1528 6th
1996 and for the entire season
and play with.
Kitchen, new carpet, etc. Off street
Avenue. 1 & 2 BR apts. Call 634watched from the sidelines.
parking. $350 mth. 697-2632.
8419.or
697-2412.
But although it was diffiThere is nothing
cult, Pennington said the
ROOMMATE Male to share
~eivices
move helped him.
Chad lacks."
furnished
house next to cam·pus.
"Sitting out was different,"
$150 + share' of utilities + DD.
he said. "But it was good for
RESEARCH WORK or term
Call Pager number 1-800-809·
me. I learned a lot· from Eric
papers
written by professional
4562.
- Randy Moss,
and now I'm ready to run this
librarian. Fast and efficient. Call
Sophomore receiver
offense."
614-532-5460 for info.
LARGE 2 BR apartment for rent.
And what an offense PennWithin walking dis,tance of MU
ington has to work with. "We
Mf~ce~~ariepus (
campus. Central air. Parking
have a· lot of weapOI_lS to work
available. $430/month +DD.Call
with. We should have quite a
MALE ROOMMATE needed to
697-3433.
balanced attack once again,"
share nice 2 BR, 2 bath apartment
he said.
·
downtown. Laundry room and
Pennington said, "The
HOUSE FOR RENT 4 BR, 1 1/2
dishwasher.
$300/month. Utilities
One of those weapons, per- biggest thing you can tell is
bath. 1 block from MU ·campus.
paid. Call 529-2403 after 6 p.m.
haps the most lethal weapon when I was a freshman, I
Reduced rates for summer
in all , of college really had to make my reads
months. 453-5100 or 525-3409.
GOVT FORECLOSED homes
football, Randy early and quicker because my
from pennies on $1 . Delinquent
Moss said he is arm strength wasn't there, so
PARKING GUARANTEED.
tax, repo's, REO's. your area.
excited
about a lot of the balls were timing
Parking Weekdays 20th St.
Toll'Free 1-800-218-9000. H2317
playing
with passes.
across from 20th St. Bank. 528for current listings.
Pennington.
Now I can still make the
0210 ·or come to State Elecfric.
"Chad is .a same reads but the ball gets
$65.00 per semester
SEIZElr-CARS from $175.
great quarter- t liere much faster and with
Porsches: Cadillacs, Chevys,
' · back;" Moss said. more velo!!ity. And if I have to
NEAR MU 2 Br apartm~nt'.
BMW's,
Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
"He is very excit- make -if play throwing off my
available. Unfurnished. $495 per
ing to watch and back foot, I'm able to do that
month. Call 429-2369 or 73/J· • • 4WD's. Your area. Toll free 1.._ 800-218-9000. Ext. A2317
play with. There now, where as a freshman I
2505 after 5 pm.
· ' ... is nothing Chad wasn't.-"
H~lpWvaliiedi~F ·
lacks. He knows
The Herd's move into the
MU CAMPUS 1-2-3 BR'S
.,how·-to make the Mid-American Conferenc~ i~ ,'Reserving for summer and fall. · .v.
·
;:. right decisions a challenge Pennington sai'd. -All with NC. CafJ 529•3800\-xt 8. · • r+~~NY wanted for 4th gr-ader.
·
, ·
•
·, - Minimum 4 days per week M-F•
out on the field. I . _he is looking forward to.
'
RENT
1800
block
of
7th·Ave.
1•
• ~ 2:30'. - 7:00 p.m. $5.25/hour to
know when I run
"It's more national recognistart.
2-3 bedroom house. Rent $350M,ust have good
my route, Chad tion now being able to hope$450-$500
based.on
QCCupants.
·
transportation.
Call 523-2141.
is going to put fully go up to Detroit (site of
the ball right the Ford Motor City Bowl lltilities extra + DD + iease. No
FIRE YOUR BOSS? Desire a
pets. Call 867-8040. ·•
there."
Game) and just play for some· career change? New firm in area
The one year thing different that the I-AA
looking for talent to expand WV
layoff hasn't see- champfonship ring, which · is · 2 BR FURNISH.ED apt. with W/0
market.
Incredible compensation
and A/C. · $400 -per month plus
med to have aff- something we've already
with
ability
to grow. 733-4061 .
$400 DD. Call 52-1567.
ected Penn-ing- accomplished."
ton. His passes
With an even more poised
.NEED CASH? Buy, i,ell, trade!
have been crisp Pennington back in control of ROOMS FQR RENT. Near
We pay top $$ for your music.
campus
1544
5th
Ave.
&
16th
St.
in fall practices the offense, moving to the
Now Hear This! Music & More.
(304)393-3422 or (304)648-5800
and right on tar- MAC should be a smooth
1101 4th Ave. 522-0021
get. And his field transition for the Herd.

• n rthMmlhall
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Herd defense pumped by Cohen's heart
by ~HRIS JOHNSON
sports co"espondent

B.J. Cohen says if you don't
play defense with a lot of
heart then you might as well
not be on the football field.
Cohen, a 6-3 240 defensive
end from Conley, Georgia,
knows a thing or two about
playing defense. As a freshman in 1994, he led the
Thundering Herd with 12
sacks and was selected to the
All-Southern Conference first
team. His performance as a
freshman is even more impressive considering he spent
most of the season as a backup to Eric Clausen. Cohen
has been in the starting lineup ever since and now as a
· senior is being counted upon
to provide the Herd defense
with leadership.
"I hope to be a leader on the
defense,• Cohen said. "We
have an outstanding defense,
and there is a senior on the
line, in the linebackers and in
the secondary. If everyone
goes out there and plays hard
and plays with a lot of emotion then I will have been a
pretty good leader."
Cohen, who is the Herd's alltime leader in sacks going
into this season with 37, was
named by the Sporting News
as the 11th best defensive end
in the nation. He said it was
an honor to be recognized but

it wasn't that important. "It's
a good personal high to see all
the work has paid off. But if
we go 0-11 then the personal
goals and awards don't mean
anything."
What means everything to
Cohen is how the team performs. He said he is very excited about moving to the
Mid-American Conference
and possibly playing in the
Ford Motor City Bowl game.
"It was time for us to move
on," Cohen said. "We did
everything that could be done
in I-A and it's the right time
to move ·up and play some
tougher games. Plus we have
the chance to play in a bowl
game. l went home and watched some bowl games last
year and thought it must be
great to play in a game like
that representing your conference.•
Cohen said he knows it
won't be easy to get to that
bowl game playing bigger
teams ·out of the MAC but it's
a challenge he is ready for. "I
want to line-up against bigger
guys. I like lining up against
a bigger offensive tackle and
seeing what he is made of and
what I'm made of. If you are
worried about so)lleone being
bigger, you are in the wrong
business.•
Cohen spent the past two
seasons along with Billy
Lyon, John Duncan and Will

Photo by ....... Young

Defensive end B.J. Cohen, 15, hopes to make good on his Sporting News ranking.

Edwards on a defensive line
commonly referred to as the
'fearsome foursome.' That
foursome created nightmares
for opposing offensive coordinators. Any one of the four
could could dominate the battle of the trenches but opposing linemen couldn't double
team any of them because one
of the 'fearsome foursome'
would be left unguarded.
Cohen is the only one of the
foursome left but doesn't
thinlt he will see many double
teams once the opposition
gets a look at the new guys on
the defensive line. "It's not

like the new starters are
slouches. They have been
waiting behind some pretty
good players."
Ricky Hall, a junior nose
guard, started 13 games last
year after Edwards went
down with an early seasonending knee injury. Senior
defensive end Paul Totten
started eight games in place
. of John Duncan last year. So
the new guys do have experience.
"I hope they try to double
team one of the new guys:
Cohen said. "That would give
me a chance to get some more

sacks. I'd like to have a few
more.•
Cohen said he is even looking forward to playing more
away games this season. "I'm
almost tired of playing at
home. We have played here so
much in the past three years.
I want to go to some new
fields and bring some wins
back to town. As long as we ·
got out there and play hard
and play with some intensity,
we will be all right.
With Cohen leading the
defense, playing with intensity shouldn't be a problem for
the Herd.

LARGE MU SPECIA.L
1 LARGE
. . TOPPING PIZZA

· on/y$5.99

Valid at prticipating stores only. Customer pays sales tax
where applicable. Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
Ltd. Del. Area Expires 9/15/97

DOUBLE MU SPECIAL

2 MEDIUM
~ TOPPING PIZZAS

. on/y$10.99

Valid at participating stores only. Customer pays sales tax
where applicable. Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
Ltd. Del. Area Expires 9/15/97

UNLIMITED MU DEAL
1 LARGE
ANY# TOPPING PIZZA

In Huntington Call

•

11·

Monday-Tlllrlday 8:80 p~m. - 1 a.m.
FPlday-Sabl'llay 11 a.m. - 2 a.m.
Sunday 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

•on~sS.99

Valid at pa,tlcipatlng stores only. Customer pays sales tax
where applicable. Our ~rs carry less than $20.00.
Ltd. Del. Ania Expires 9/15/97

MU MONDAY MADNESS
TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS
•
TWO TOPPINGS

. . on/y$8.99

Valid at participating stores only. Customer pays sales tax
where applicable. Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
Ltd. Del. Area Expires 9/15/97
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T :h unde·r 1nu · Herd
Delenslve Line

Quarterbacks
With a bigger and smarter Chad Pennington back In
. control, the Herd quarterback spot

will be·

The Herd front four will have It's work cut out for them
. against a ~lg experienced WVU Offf!!nlsve
llne. Speed Is perhaps the Herd's biggest

Just fine. Pennington wlll have
to go to a
•,; .
variety of receivers, which he proved he can

assest especially with B.J. Cohen. Paul

do as a freshman In 1995. And he has bet-

Totten needs to step up and help Cohe~

ter receivers to spread the wealth to. Mark

provide pressure on the quarterback. The

Zban has proven to be a reliable back-up.

.

.

middle guys have to stop the run.

Totten

Pennington

Linebackers

Running Backs
With everything Randy Moss did as freshman, some for-

John Grace and Andre O'Neal are the two new starters

get Doug Chapman was also a freshman. He

and what they lack for In sl~e they make up

will have a bigger workload this season as

with quickness. Their biggest task:wlll be to

fellow 1,000 yard rusher Erik Thomas has

help contain the Mount_
a lneers potent run-

· graduated. Chapman wlll have to establish a

ning game. Larry McCloud will handle the
. middle which he Is more than capable of

strong running game against WVU so the

doing. Look for McCloud to have a huge day.

passing game will open up.

McCloud ·

Chapman

Receivers

·

Secondary

Is there a DB that can stop Randy Moss? The best

Herd defensive backs received a break when David

receiver in the country makes the Herd

Saunders was Injured. Although the

receivers a strong point against any oppo-

Mountaineers are without their go-to-guy,

. nent. Mark Wicks, LaVorn Colclough and

there Is plenty of speed In their receiving

Jerrald Long have to take some of the

corps. Keep an eye on Rogers Beckett, he

pressure off Moss. Long, a transfer from

has big play capability and hits almost as

WVU, has something to prove Saturday.

Long

hard as McCloud.

Beckett

Special Tean,s

Ollenslve Line
The Herd's biggest concern Is how Junior college

There still Is no clear cut replacement for Tim

transfer Jamie Rodgers and Mike Gulliams

Openlander. Elt~er BIiiy M~lashevich or

perform at the tackle positions. John Wade

Chris O'Neal will handle the placekicking ·

is one of the best centers in college foot-

duties. There Is no question who the punter

ball. The offensive line has to keep a strong

Is, Chris Hanson, who averaged 44.5 yards

WVU defensive front seven from dominating

per punt last year. The return, gam,e Is solid

the line of scrimmage.

• wvu

from page one

Moss said the downplaying will
cease to continue when both
teams are out there getting
ready for the kickoff, especially
for the players who grew up in
West Virginia.
· "Once we start playing, it is
going to be a war out there,"
Moss said. "It's going to be
about pride and state bragging
rights." ·
WVU has an imposing
schedule this season with road
gaines against Miami, Syra~
cuse, Boston College and Notre
Dame. So some fans might
think the Moutaineers could

I"!!!'!!-• "!""'

Wade

take Marshall too lightly but
WVU receiver Shawn Foreman
said the Herd isn't going to
sneak up on them.
"I think Marshall will have a
good team," Foreman said. "It's
just hard to know how good
because of the level they played
at last year and the fact that
they lost a good many of their
players. But we will be ready
for them."
Whoever controls the battle
of the trenches seems to be the
key to the_game and the Herd
could h ave a difficult task.
The WVU offensive line features seven returning lettermen, five of which have starting experience.
Mountaineers coach Don

with Moss and B.J. s~~mmers

Nehlen said, "We certainly
have more experience this year
and I believe we have a little
more size up front on a unit
that grew as last season went
along. These guys are solid as a
unit now."
The WVU offensive· line will
be busy blocking for Zereoue
and second string tailback
Curtis Keaton. WVU offensive
coordinator Dan Simrell said
they could run .45-50 plays for
the tailback every game with
Zereoue and Keaton splitting
the carries.
Zereoue is the Moutanineer's
most dangerous offensive
weapon. He set a school record
for rushing by a freshman la.st
season with 1,035 yards and 10

touchdowns.
When the Moutanineers go
to the air, there will be a new
starter at the qu!lrterback position, sophorr:ore Marc Bulger.
Nehlen ~:aid he doesn't
believe people have realized
how t alentc::,d Bulger is and
although };he · strong running
game the key for their offensive to be successful is the rate
at which· he matures as the
quarterback.
The Mountaineers suffered a
tremendous loss at wide receiver two weeks ago when potential
All-American
David
·Saunders suffered a season
ending knee injury.
Saunders was being counted ··
on to be a big -part of the

Hanson

offense. Last season he caught
76 passes for 1,043 yards. '
"When David got hurt that
kind of ruined camp," Nehlen
said. He's such a great player.
But we're not a one-man-team.
We will put a player out there."
Foreman now becomes the
Mountaineers go~to receiver
and receiver with the most
experience. He caught 25 passes for 415 yards and t hree
touchdowns last year.
The Moutaineers defense
was rated No.I in the country
but has some holes to fill
"Our defense last season was
outstanding," Nehlen said.
"But we lost three guys from
· our secondary and four linebackers who were pretty good

football
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Mark Bulger takes over for three·- year starter Chad

Despite the graduation of All-American Canute Curtis,

Johnston. He threw for 352 yards and three

the Mountaineer defensive line Is Imposing.

touchdowns In ·six games last year. He Is

Henry Slay Is the. leader but Bob Baum,

quick on his feet and has a quick release

John' Thornton.and Gary Stills are all prime-

but a smal~ frame, 6-3 190. He could take a

time performers and they are going up

beating If the Herd defenders can get to

against a revamped Herd line In what will

.

him.

\

·

:'be the deciding match-up In the game.

Bulger

Baum

Linebackers

Running Backs

-----

They call him 'famous Amos' In Morgantown. Amos

The linebacking group is solid, but wlll be without

Zereoue was named_ the.-Blg East. rookie, of ··

Jamie Sweeney who was suspended for the

the year In 1996 after rushing for a

first game ·due to a DUI charge. Junior

wvu·

freshman record 1.,035 yards despite bat-

College transfer Damon Cogdell has been

tling a turf toe Injury most of the season.

Impressive In spring and fall practices and

WVU doesn't lose much with Curtis Keaton.

could be a big playmaker for the

The two could get 30 carries each.

Mountaineer defense.

Zereoue

Sweeney

Secondary

Receivers
Moss vs Saunders was a marquee match-up In the

WVU has a history of churning out NFL caliber defen-

making. But the WVU standout suffered a

sive backs and has to replace three of
.

season-ending knee Injury and now the

.
',...· t '-

Mountaineers wlll look to Shawn Foreman
who caught 25 passes last year. Tight end
Chad Wable will also be expected to pick It
up, he caught 10 passes last year.

t

j

such this season. The secondary Is young
against Randy Moss. Perlo Bastien is the

e~-

Saunders

1o·n e returning starter, but he Is a pretty
good one.

Bastien

Special Tean,s

Seven· lettermen return, five of which have starting

The kicking game was a weak spot for the

experience. Coach Nehlen says this line

Mountaineers last year but Jay Taylor will

could be one of the best ever and Bryan

once again take care of the placekicking.

Pukenas one of the best lndlvduals ever. If

Bryan Baumann, who was the starting place

they can protect new QB Bulger and provide

kicker In 1995, Is now the starting punter.

holes for Zeroue and Keaton, It could be a

Amos Zereoue and Shawn Foreman are

long afternoon for the Herd defense.

ineced WVU secondary.
Herd right guard Brian Reed
said, "I'm very comfortable
with our front five. I thought
we were going to have to fill
some holes with some guys
who weren't ready. But that's
not the case. I think we're
solid."
The Herd offense which was
so balanced a year ago looks to
pick up right where it left off
last season
starting in
Morgantown.
"We have a lot of different
guys to go to," Pruett said.
"We'll run some plays and if
they work we'll keep running
them. If they don't we'll go
scratch out some new ones."
Pruett and his players know

..

and will be toss~d right Into the frying pan

Ollensive Line

football players."
There is little doubt that the
strength of the WVU defense
this season will be the defensive line.
"I watch our front four and I
think they can be really, really,
good," Nehlen said. "With Bob
Baum, Henry Slay, Gary Stills
and John Thorton we have terrific ability there and lots of
experience. They are solid, they
are leaders and they know how
defense to get the job done."
Those four combined for 183
e country
tackles and 18 sacks last year.
ifill
If the Herd's offensive line
?ason was
en said. can provide Pennington with
:uys from enough time to throw the ball,
four line- the Herd receivers could have a
·etty good big day against an inexper-

1e caught
ards. ·
rmrt that
," Nehlen
at player.
1an-team.
,ut there."
:>mes the
receiver
the most
t 25 passnd three

Oelenslve Line

Quarterbacks

Pukenas

expected to be the return men.

they are the underdog in this
game. But they also know its a
game they can win.
"Last year we played more
games than anybody else and
won more than anybody else.
Why wouldn't these guys think
they can win? They have done
nothing but win since they
have been here."
N ehlen said he thinks the
game will be great for the state
and the fans, but is ready to see
his team in action no matter
who the opponent is.
"I feel good about this t eam
because I know where our ifs
are," Nehlen said. "We h ave ifs
at quarterback, linebacker and
in the secondary. But at all of
those if's we have talented

Taylor

ing. But we lost three guys from our secondary and four linebackers who were
pretty good football players."
-Don Neh/en
WVU coach
players and if they come
through, we will be a very good
football team."
Focus on whatever plot you
want, follow whatever player

you want. The debating, comparing and talking has drawn
to an end.
Seventy four years of waiting
is over.

14
No.
48
92
39
44
50
42
70

96
45
59
72
29

22
75
5
18
82
12
56
54
20
13
33
19
69
38

90
68
91
11

83
4
64
63

86
80
16
6
41
1
30
71
81
84
51
l}9

47
26
35
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Name

Haman Allen
Charles Alston
Jason Balwanz
Albert Barber
• Anthony Beckett
Rogers Beckett
Kevin Biggs
Robert Blakey
Ronnie Bowman
Kemba Bryant
Trod Buggs
Jimmy Cabellos
Coy CampbeU
Fardan Carter
Doug Chapman
Sid Cisco
B.J. Cohen
Lavom Colclough
John Cooper
Andy Cowan
Jeremy Criss
Richard O'Andrea
Javonne Darling
Eddie Davis
Larry Davis
Tm Dempsey
Daninene Derricott
Irv Dotson
Jeremy Eastwood
Andrew Embry
Brad Estes
Dytan Evans
Mike Forbes
David Foyle
Brian Giflord
John Grace
Billy Gregory
Mike Guilliams
.Trent Hagale
Tyson Hagale
Jon Hall
Ricky Hall
Chris Hanson
Maurice Hines
Roddick Holmes
Doug Hodges
Wil Hosaflook
Javon Jenkins
Alonzo Jones
Jarrod Keely
Brian Klaner
Dewayne Lewis
Josh Lohri
Jerrakl Long
Seth Lyte
Ken Lytle
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1997 Thundering Herd player roster
I

Poe.
LB
OE
RB
LB
OE
OB
OT
DB
OT
LB
LB

OL
LB
RB
RB
Ol
OE
WR
WR
OB
LB
LB
RB
WR

DB
DB
DB
0G
OB
RB/DB
TE
OL
DL
WR
TE
LB
DL
OT
WR
WR
QB
OT
p
DB
RB/OB
DB
DL
TE
DE
TE
DL
OT
RB/LB
WR
LB
OT

Cl.
Jr.
Fr.

So.
Sr.
Fr.

So.
Fr.

So.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.

So.
So.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.

So.
Sr.

So.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.

Hl

Wt

6-3
6-6

210
· 240
194
230
263

6-0
6-0
6-3
6-3
6-4
5. 9
6-2
6-1
5-11
6-4

6-0
5-9
5-10
~

6-3
6-3
6-5
6·1
6-0
5-11
5-10
5·11
6-1

200
259
173
280
215
210
302
234
176
199

338
240
209
195
181
207
210
197
180 .
, 175

6-1

206

So.

5-10
6-5
6-1
5-10
6-3
6-2
6-4
6-3
6-3
5-11

155
.328
175
185
241
288
283
187
240
201

Jr.

6-4

260

So.
So.
So.

6-5

296

6-0
6-0

6-4

183
157
199
269
214
183
185
181
213
257

So.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.

So.
Fr.

So.
Fr.

Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.

6-1
6-1
6-2
5-8
5-11
5-7
5-10
6-1

208

6-4

251

So.
So.

6-5
6-2
6-4
"-1
6-4
6-3

266

Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.

267

205
187
235
3?1

Hometown

49

BillyMalasheVich

K

Hyattsville, Md.
Bowie, Md.
Reader, w.va.
Morrow, Ga.
Apopka, Fla.
Apopka. Fla.
Mt. Hope, W.Va.
Louisville, Ky.
S1erting, Va.
Riverdale, Ga.
Rolando, Fla.
Alexandria, Va.
Charlestont:.Va.

34
9
28
76

Lamar Martin
Thomas Maxwell
LarryMcCloud
Brian Means

LB
DB
LB

93

JlnvnyMeeks
Giradie Mercer

Columbia,

.

Chester, Va.
Matewan, W.Va.
Conley, Ga.
Glenarden, Md.
Alexandria, Va.
Ellenboro, w.va.
Ml Hope, W.Va.
Boca Raton, Fla.
Staten Island, N.Y.
Richmond, Va.
Okeechobee, Fla.
Barboursville, w.va.
Ashland, Va.
Pikeville, Ky.
Sissonville, w.va.
Winchester, Ky.
Louisville, Ky.

Gallipolis, Ohio

Wuhington, o.c.
Charleston, W. Va.
Accokack, Md.

Okeechobee, Fla.
Macon, Ga.
Beckley, W.Va.
Springfield, Mo.
Springfield, Mo.
Norton, Va.
College Park, Ga.
Senloa, Ga.
East Point, Ga.
Apopka, Fla.

Miami, Fla.
Rlpley, W.Va.
Ocala, Fla.
Jadalonville, Fla.
West U:,erty, Ohio
Vienna, Va.
Willow Grove, Pa
Glen Dale, W.Va.
Gary, W.Va.
Poca, w .va.
Temple HHls, Md.

n

90
11
27
88
55
33
60
36
10
34
89
46

17
98
24
52
37

78
95

23
67
65
79
53
31
15
62
8
21

70
73

George Miller
Larry Moore
Ryan Moore
Randy Moss
Andre O'Neal
Chris O'Neal
Jimmy Parker
Cory Pearson
Chad Pemington
Jim Pertee
Scott Pettit
Eric Pinkerton
Nathan Poole
Tywonne Price
llm Pruett
Ron Puggl
Jason Redman
Brian Reed
Chad Ritchie
Jamie Rodgens
John Saali
Curtis Sanders
Shaun Sanders
BertScalbrough
Chrla Scheuch
Jolh Seamster
Larry Smith
Sean Smith
Jason Stark8y

RqlhStnlet
B.J. Summers
Teaance Tarpley
PaulThomas
Shawn Tignor

27
58

W..Tlldale

85

Paul Tovlessi

32
66
43
57

UowTumer
John Wade
Denick Walker
Jason Weigle
BradWeldon
Byron White

87
2
14
7
97

PaulTOClen

John White
Nathan White
Mark Wicks
Damone W~liams
MarkZban
Joe Zeglowitsch

Ol
OL
NG
LB
CB
RB
WR
LB
K
OLA.B
OB
OB
RB
TE
LB
WR
DB
OB
DE
WR

0G
LB

OT
DL
DB

So.
So.

5-11
6-2
5-7
6-4
6-5
6-4
6-2
6-1
5-10
5-9
.6-5
6-2
5-4
6-5
6·0
6-3
6-0
6-4
6-2
6-3
6-2
6-1
6-4
6-1
6-1

Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.

So.
Fr.
Sr.

So.
So.
So.
Jr.
Fr.

So.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
So.

So.
Fr.

So.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.

1n

200
178
244
280
289
263
190
181
183
210
229
152
245
196
208
190
215
233
175
185
218
229
180

258
203

6-2
6-7

Hurricane, W.Va.
Oak Hill, W.Va.
Decatur, Ga.
Huntington, W.Va.
Belvile, II.
Charleston, w.va.
Washington O.C.
Chesapeake, Va.
Danville, Va.
Sevema Park, Md.
Rand, W.Va.
Decatur, Ga.
Beckley, W.Va.
Glen Jean, W.Va.
Logan, W.Va.
KnoxviUe, Tenn.
Crum, w .va.
Glen Dale, W.Va.
· Charleston, W.Va.
Danville, Va.
Punta Gorda, Fla.
Ml Dora, Fla.
Philadelphla,Pa.
Cross Lanes, W.Va
Charleston, W.Va.
Cool Ridge, W.Va.
Merced, Cal.
Virginia BNch, Va.
Virginia Beach, Va
Ceredo, w .va.

s.

Jr.
Fr.
Sr.

6-3
5-8
6-3
6-5
6-7
6-2

LB

So.

6-4

QB

Fr.

01..

So.

LB

Fr.
Sr.
Fr.

6-3
6-5
6-1

315
248
186
275
301
335
250
215
190
261
225

5-9

185

Forutvllle, t.,d.

170

Jr.

5-10
6-1
6-5

So.

6-0

Sr.
Fr.

6-1
6-7

So.
Sr.

6-0

Jr.
Fr.
Fr.

5-11

Allanta, Ga.
Charleston, W.Va.
Siaaonville, W.Va.
Orlando, Fla.
Danvn1e, va.
Alexandna, Va.
Manassas, va.
Port Republic, Va.
Ellenwood, Ga.
Vienna, W. Va.
Lexington, Ky.
Woodbridge, Va.
Gilbert, W.Va.
Folansbee, W. Va.
Bethel Park, Pa.
Richmond, Va.
Huntington, W.Va.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

00
00
OT
Ol

DB
WR
DL
DE
DB
DE
DE

RB
C
LB

LB
WR
RB
TE
K
WR
DB
QB
OT

So.
Fr.

So.

So.

264
260
190

264
244
188
302
. 203
212
187
194
244
212
182
158

6-8

6-0
5-11
5-10

So.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.

6-8
6-4
5-9
5-7
6-6
6-3

209
250

Kennesaw. Ga.
Martinsburg, W.Va.
Danvlle, Va.
Oxen Hil, Md.
S1. Mary's W.Va.
Barboursville, w .Va.
Mims, Fla.

I
I

I
I
1

I
I
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Tri-State's Finest Golf Drive Range
(No Charge On Loaner Clubs)
I ,

*
t*
t
,

I \

-I

Ideal place for Birthday Parties,
Chur~h Groups, Fraternity and : ~
·s orority Outtings or those who just 1
want to have a great time.
Your Famity Fun Center.
-

i ...
\

1

886-7398
886-7399

'

:

All new 18 hole mini golf
Play all day $3.00 w/M.U. ID

I
·;"

Batting cages only $0.50,/.
I(
Gran-prix Go Kart racing . o::.,;:at'.

j

'

i.,.

I \

Located State Rt. 7 in Proctorville,
Ohio. Just 2 blocks west of the new
east end bridge. We're open to
midnight seven-days a week.

'

'

Special savings with a
Marshall ID
- 25% Off Single-Seat Go Karts
- 1/~ Off Two-Seater Go Karts

Wide range of video games
- Crusin' USA driving game -

pool tables and snacks

,

r
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ame.

Get in-depth coverage complete with photos

L-te Saturday night alter
.Marshall/WVU game
-

Parthenon-line

~N

SEASONTICKE .
to the best
Marshall Universi
football coverage

~et
UQUI
•
U
W

I

~=.r::u . iht Jltral~.. .. .·· akh
HERE'S WHAT YOU'LL GET

~ ALL SEASON LONG...
~

•LATE SCORES

-GAME HIGHUGHTS •PlAYER INTERVIEWS

•FEATURES •BEST

MAC COVERAGE

PASS TO THE BEST

MU FOOTBALL
~~ COVERAGE AROUND.
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'Thunder Cloud' hits. hard
Senior Larry McCloud hopes to deal thunderous blows to MAC foes
by CHRIS JOHNSON

sports co"espondent
Larry McCloud has been
known to put big hits on
opposing players.
No matter if it's a running
back who should have juked
the other way or an unsuspecting receiver who wishes
he would have run a sideline
pattern, McCloud has the
ability to hit somebody hard
enough to make every fan in
the stadium thank the heavens they weren't on the
receivipg.
·. "I like to make big hits,"
· McCloud said. "I like making
big plays. I don't go out there
looking to hit people. But
when it happens it usually
helps us gain momentum."
McCloud, a 6-4 242 linebacker from Huntington has
been around long enough to
provide the Herd with momentum shifting plays.
The senior will be starting
at middle linebacker for the
third consecutive year.
McCloud also saw extensive
playing time as a freshman in
1994, registering 46 tackles,
six of which were for losses.
Last season he was selected
as a second team All-American by The Sports Network
and was named to the allSouthern Conference first
team for the second time.
He led the Herd in tackles
last year with 150. He also
recovered a conference best
four fumbles, forced two more
and returned an inte rception
30 yards for a touchdown
against The Citadel.
McCloud is 11th on the alltime tackles list at Marshall
with 308. If he equals the
amount he had last year,
McCloud could move into second place (Roger Johnson is
the all-time leader with 548).
McCloud has already been
mention ed as a possible player at eithe r the Blue-Gray AllStar Football Classic or the
Delchamps Senior Bowl, possibly both. Both games involve the nation's premier
senior football players.
"It would be nice to play in
games like that," McCloud
said. "But that comes at the
end of the season. It's nice to
be mentioned. It shows that
all the hard work has paid off.
But there is a lot of football to

be played first and th,at's
what I'm concentrating on."
McCloud is expected to provide the Herd defense with
on-the-field leadership as he
is the only returning starting
linebacker.
"The younger guys need
someone to look up to. It's a
role I'm prepared for and
excited about," he said.
"We have a talented linebacker group. There are two
new starters but they both got
valuable experience ·last
year."
He said he is also excited
about Marshall's move to the
Mid-American Conference.
"There is a lot left to accomplish. We have a chance to go
to a bowl game. Not everyone
gets to play in a bowl game."
McCloud is also excited
about the opening game of the
season against West Virginia
University.
McCloud was recruited
heavily by the Mountaineers
but said being close to his
family was the deciding factor
in coming to Marshall.
"It probably means a little
more for the guys from West
Virginia," McCloud said.
"It will be fun playing
against some of the guys I
played against in high school.
It's a great game for the state.
Hopefully we can go up there
and make some big plays."
With-McCfoud on the field,

.

Phclo by Brei! Hal

Senior Linebacker Larry McCloud tested his tackling abllltles on a Furman player during a
previous match-up with the Paladins. The linebacker hopes to continue making big hits now
that the team has left the Southern Conference to join the Mid-American Conference.
McCloud, being the only returning starting linebacker, Is also expected to provide some team
leadership on the field as the Herd competes against teams In the MAC.

a big play is just one big hit
away from happening.

Did you know that the United States Marine Corps gets most or Its pilots
from univenitles like Manllall? The program Is called the Platoon

pho4o b y ~ Young

Taking time out from practice, senior Linebacker Larry
McCloud signs aut99raphs for some of his younger fans.

(§,~' COLLEGE

CHALLENGES
WVUAND
MARSHALL
to an ACADEMIC BOWL pitting the mental prowess of our
students in head-to-head-to-head competition at a neutral
site. Concord salutes the spirit of sportsmanship evidenced
by the big football game!
CONCORD COLLEGE *1-888-384-5249*

www.concord.wvnet.edu

Leaden· Class and if yon qualify you could ltCUrt your 1eat at ftl1ht
school as early as yonr fresltman year. No prior uperlence b required.
In fact. the Marine Corps will pay for private flyina Inanes duriq your
1e• ior year to em• re you are comfortable witll you new carrer clloke.
Do 110t hesitate to uplore y011r career opportunities In Marine Corps
1Yiation. If yon ever, tlloaaht about becomin& a pilot. this ii die only
1uarutee!
.
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,.,.,,,,,.111111111
-GPA of 2.0 rw NIW
-20/30 ...._. rw bet18r ·
-Puaav1•11onuan
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-U. S. CltlHn
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-Al •JIPMIHS end ......,, paid: f1 ,200/month for trln''II
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Hey,· Herd fans did you know.....
* In 1898, Marshall pair of green and white
played its first and only socks ($8.40)l six pairs of
game of the season -- an pants ($13.20J, 11 pairs of
11-5 loss to Catlettsburg. shoes ($38.50) and one
football ($5).
* The Thundering Herd
* The first television
recorded the first win in
Marshall history with a 6-0 broadcast of Thundering
football
was
victory over Cflarleston in Herd
Marshall versus Xavier in
1901 .
1949 on WSAZ.
* In 1907, the team's
equipment budget was
* After five seasons . in
$65.1 o, which included 12 the Ohio Valley co·nfer-

* Marshall Universicy is
the winningest college
football program in tfle
country during the 1990's
-- the Herd is 79-21 and
has two championships in
the first six years of this
* During his _plaY.ing decade.
days
at
Marshan
* In 1996, Marshall
University, Coach Bob
Pruett wore No. 88 -- the established its~lf as one
same number worn by All- of the best Division I-AA
American wide receiver teams of all-time, posting
a perfect 15-0 recorcf,
Randy Moss.

ence, Marshall joined the
Mid-American
Conference in 1953 -- the
same conference the
Herd re-joined this summer.

-ice

ax

winning the Southern
Conference title and the
Division I-AA national
championship, placing 10
players on All-American
teams and giving six Herd
players the chance to play
In the National Football
League via free agent
footoall contracts.

* Randy Moss is the
Marshall's first Heisman
Trophy candi~ate.

MAX!
-~

·Gua,anteed Low Prices Everyday!
Five Star
Notebook
• 500 sheets
• Premium inkjet paper

• 150 sheets
• College ruled

0602-5623
List Price $12.99

List Price $6.65
0601-0130

$91!

$349 '
OfficeMax i:veyday Low Price .

[PILOT]

Dr. ~rip_Pen

• Cush,on grip
• Helps reduce gripping
power to relieve fatigue
• Black or blue ink
1001-3807
1010-1249

• 600 X 600 DPI
• Prints up to
3.5 pages per
minute

List Prtc:e $8.95

S59t

1404-4884
l.i$I Price $169.00

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price

•
•
•
•

Oversized seat
Pneumatic height adjustment
Seat: 16" x 16' x 1-1 /2" thick
Back: 15• x 10-1/2"

0 101-1835 Black
0101-1826 Gray

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price

Crate-A-File
• Includes Quick File
and 2 Tech Files
• Holds letter-size
hanging files

.,·

s1391

Office Editions
•L • Workcenter

0202- 1378

$3999

Model
#XC610

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price
.
_.,

Graphing
Calculator

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

• 32KB memory
• Good for algebra and calculus
• Advanced statistics and finance

• Melamine
surfaces
• Scratchresistant
• Pull-out
keyboard

0201-8131
List Price $ 130.00

$9999 ="' $9499

0120-1416
Gray/Black • •
0120-1425 White

OfficeMax Everyday Low Plice

• Four cube set
·• Sturdy w ire grid
construclion _

Model
#TI-83

OfficeMax Everyday Low Plice

- -- - -----

Memopak Recorder

Neat Ideas
Wire Cube

• 1-touch ref:ording,
cue&review
• Pocket size
• 2-s~d recording

SONY

.

.-nuowES. :,

0310-002 1

..

• 25-channel auto scan
• 1a-number memory
capability
• Page/find feature
• 14-day Long Ute
battery

0201-6669
List Price $4 7 .95

$999

0310-01 10 List Price $32.50

$1999

$3999

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price

We'll guarantee our low prices up to 155%
We'll match any legitimate advertised price by any store stocking the same item in a lactory sealed box. If you find a lower
price advertised by any other local office products superstore within 7 days after your purchase lrom OfficeMax, we'll refund
155% of the difference (up to $55.00). If you find a lower price advertised by any non-office supply superstore within 7 days
after your purchase from OfficeMax, we'll refund the difference. Simply bring in the competitor's ad. (Our low price guarantee does not apply to typographical errors, or to any item or price that includes bonus or free offers, special financing, installation, rebate, close-out or clearance prices, or one-of-a-kind or limited quantity offers at OfficeMax or any competitor.)

Store Hours: Sun: 11am~pm Mon-Fri: 7am-9pm Sat: 9am-9pm

BARBOURSVILLE
Near the Huntington Mall
Interstate 64 and 5 Mall Road

733-4774
COMX, Inc. We reserve the right to limit quanttties. Not responsible for typographical errors. Prices valid in locations listed.
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Get re
one hit song "I'll Be Missing You."
Rock 105 FM will have a drawing later
President J. Wade Gilley could be a
.The campus events are expected to
at the rally, and you don't havo to be a
marked man.
draw
a crowd from the surrounding
student to win those tickets."
A pie with whipped cream running
As the excitement on C~mpus and in community as well as the student comover the edges may be sailing through
munity, said Matt Glover, president of
the air at 12:30 p.m. today with Gilley's
!l{egina
the student government association.
face as the target, if proceeds from the
"We're hoping tor 5,000 people, and I
"Take a Pie in the Face for
think
we can get it, too," Glover said.
Marshall Football," carnival
"This concert on campus is something
game reach $300.
the students have wanted for a long
"Several administrators and
time, and we just felt that with the
coaches win be targets in the
excitement for the game provided the
pie game, and they will be
perfect setti!1g."
offered at 'face value,' meanThe events will not be lacking in
ing that a chance at each
media
coverage, as all pre-game fesperson will be different
tivities, beginning with the pep rally, will
prices," said Andy
be the setting for WSAZ's live broadHermansdorfer, director of
cast of the "Preview to College
student activities and Greek
Football" show. "Three local radio staaffairs. Proceeds from the
BIii
Pickney
and
the
Original
Drifters
will
perform
tions, WRVC, The DAWG and ROCK
event will be returned to the
. at tonight's pep rally and concert. The group is
105, will be broadcasting there (at the
student activities fund
scheduled to sing the national anthem and
rally) also," he said.
through th_e Student .
announce the pep rally.
SGA has raised over $15,000 for the
Government Association, he
concerts
and the related events
said.
through local businesses, and the
With the season opener between MU the community gains momentum, so
activities are co-sponsored by ·the
will
the
activities,
he
said.
A
large
pep
and WVU countdown dwindling to a
Office of Student Activities, the Office
rally and two concerts will be the highmere two days, campus organizations
of the President and the City of
lights
of
tonight's
activities.
are kicking off a little early, with activiHuntington Mayor's Office. Prior to the
Beginning at 7p.m.,, Bill Pickney and
ties, like the pie-throwing game, that
concerts, a VIP dinner will be given to
are designed to get the fans behind the . the Original· Drifters, a group that
Herd as it thunders back into the MAC. gained popularity with the hit
The festivities began Wednesday af
song "Under the
11 a.m., with interactive games and a
Boardwalk," will
carnival setting at the plaza of the
introduce the
Memorial Student Center. "We offered
pep rally and
'Human Bowling,' 'Rodeo Roper,' a
sing the national
photo booth and a dunking tank, and
anthem before
the students seemed to have a lot of
country music
fun Iwith them," said Terry Parsaca,
_comedian Cletus
road manager for the Smith Agency.
T.Juddtakes
And, the activities haven't stopped
the stage as the
there. Beginning at 11 a.m. today, two
master of ceregame shows will be offered at the
monies for the
MSC. Participating students will comevening.
pete for a grand prize - tickets to
"Cletus T. Judd
Saturday's game in Morgantown.
will introduce the
"We will have a game show called
'Game Show Mania,' and one called
coaches. The
"112" will perform as the headlining group at tonight's concert and pep rally.
players, band mem'What Would You Do For a Ticket,'
where students will be .asked to act out bers and cheerleaders will be up on · · .,thank the are• business and organizations who gave donations.
stage," Hermansdorfer said.
.
certain scenarios to get them regisThe concerts and pep rally are free to
Immediately
following
the
pep
rally,
tered for ticket drawings,"
students and to the public.
the top-40 group "112" will take the
Hermansdorfsr said. "You must be a
stage, performing its recent number
student to win -at the game shows, but

page anti
storg 6y
:Ftsfter
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A glance at· the oppasitiQli
NON-CONFERB\ICE
TEAMS

Army
Cadets
1996 record: 10-2
Location: West Point, N.Y.

Colors: Black, Gola & Gray
Stadium: Michie {40,000)
Conference: Independent
Head Coach: Bob Sutton
returning offensive starters: 4
returning defensive starters: 3
outlook: Offensively, the Cadets
may not conquer as much territory as they did a year ago, but their
potent wishbone attack will still
average more than 400 yards per
game behind two solid running
backs, Joe Hewitt and Bobby
Williams. Don't look for Army to
pass (?ften as the top two leading
receivers from a year ago hauled
in a combined 11 passes.
Defensively, the Cadets are hardnosed and come ready to play.
But they will struggle against
teams that pass with three new
starters in the secondary. Army
will be hard pressed to equal last
season's mark of 10-2, a school
best, but will be a competitive
team.

Western
Illinois
Leathernecks
1996 record: 9-3
Location: Macomb, Ill.
Colors: Purple and Gold
Stadium: Hanson Field (15,000)
Conference: Gateway

:MID-AMERICAN CONFERENCE TEAMS
Kent Golden Flashes
1996 record: 2-9
Location: Kent, Ohio
· Colors: Navy, Blue & Gold
Stadium: Dix Stadium (30,520)
Conference: MAC
Head Coach: Jim Corrigan
returning offensive starters: 8
returning defensive starters: 8
outlook: The Golden Flashes are in a position to turn a very positive comer in 1997, as eight offensive and eight defensive
starters return. Offensively, the air attack of quarterback Todd
Goebbel and wide receiver Eugen Baker return after setting most
of Kent's single-season passing records in 1996. The ground
game will be led by all-league performer Astron Whatley who has
3,019 career rushing yards.
The defense has new leadership and is expected to be much
improved. The leading tackler in the MAC last year is back in linebacker Justin Sanford.

Akron Zips
1996 record: 4-7
Location: Akron, Ohio
Colors: Blue & Gold
Stadium: Rubber Bowl {35,202)
Conference: MAC
Head Coach: Lee Owens
returning offensive starters: 5
returning defensive starters: 9
outlook: After winning three of its final four games last season,
Akron hopes to improve on its 4-7 record. During the 1996 campaign, the Zips defeateq Miami and Bowling Green - a pair of
Mid-American Conference heavyweights __. for two of their four
victories. This season, Akron returns 46 lettermen, including five
offensive starters and nine defensive starters, which makes a winning season a challenging, yet achievable, goal. Akron's ultimate
goal is to win the Mid-American Conference title. That goal, as
well as the Zips bid for a winning season, may be hindered this
season by non-conference games against Louisiana State and

Eastern Michigan Eagles
1996 record: 3-8
Location: Ypsilanti, Mich.
Colors: Dark Green & White
Stadium: Rynearson {30, 200)
Conference: MAC
Head Coach: Rick Rasnick
. returning offensive starters: 8
returning defensive starters: 7
outlook: Quarterback Charlie Batch is healthy. And that may
mean the difference between a winning season and a losing season.In 1995, EMi.J was 6-5 with Batch. But the record-setting
quarterback was injured in the second game last year and the
Eagles fell to 3-8. Batch,however, returns this season to revitalize
the Eagles and lead the Eastern Michigan offense, which boasts
28 returning lettermen and eight returning starters. Joining Batch
in the backfield are tailbacks Mike Scott and Savon Edwards.
Defensively, the Eagles return 20 lettermen and seven starters.
Lional Dalton, an All-MAC nose guard, anchors the EMU defense.

·sail State Cardinals
1996 record: 8-4
Location: Muncie, Ind.
Colors: Cardinal and White
Stadium: Ball State (21, 581)
Conference: MAC
Head Coach: Bill Lynch
returning offensive starters: 3
returning defensive starters: 4
outlook: After a record-setting 1996 season, Ball State will try
and re-load for the 1f:}97 campaign. The Cardinals, under thirdyear head coach Bill Lynch, lost 12 starters from last year's MAC
championship team. Leading the returners on offense are are tailback LeAndre Moore, who was second on the team in rushing last
season with 621 yards, and Adrian Reese, who finished third on
the team in receiving with 16 catches for 246 yards.
Defensively, the Cardinals return 18 letterwinners, including
four·starters from a unit that that ranked 32nd in the nation in total
defense last year.

Miami Redskins
1996 record: 6-5
Location: Oxford, Ohio
Colors: Red & White
Stadium: Fred Yager (30,012)
Conference~ MAC
Head Coach: Randy Walker
returning offensive starters: 7
returning def.-,slve.starters: 6
outlook: Miami returns 38 letterwinners this season, including
seven starters on ·offense and six starters on defense. Sam
Ricketts, a two-year starter at quarterback who is the school's
career leader in passing touchdowns with 28, returns to lead the
offense. Travis Prentice, a running back who rushed for 601 yards
and a team-high 12 touchdowns last season, joins Ricketts in the
backfield. The Redskins return six starters from a defense that
ranked second in pass efficiency defense and ninth in scoring
defense in the nation last season. Among the defensive returners
is Jamie Taylor, a first team All-MAC pick at defensive back.

Central Michigan Chippewas
1996 record: 5-6
Location: Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
Colors: Maroon & Gold
Stadium: Kelly/Shorts {20, 086)
Conference: MAC
Head Coach: Dick Flynn
returning offensive starters: 7
returning defensive starters: 7
outlook: The Chippewas led the MAC in totar' offense (477.5
yards per game) and scoring (31.9 points per game) in 1996, but
Central Michigan will emphasize defense and capitalize on seven
returning starters on defense, including the entire defensive· line,
this season.Offensively, the Chippewas have Silas Massey, who
was selected as the Mid-American Conference _
P layer of the Year
by The Sporting News, and Reggie Allen, an All-MAC wide receiver. Massey, a running back, rushed for 1,544 yards and 16 touchdowns last season, while Allen caught 66 passes for 1,229 yards
-- both school records.

Head Coach: Randy Ball
returning offensive starters: 5
returning defensive starters: 4
outlook: The rough and rugged
Leathernecks posted a 9-3 record
and attained a berth in the
Division I-AA playoffs. WIU, however, will be hard-pressed .to
repeat its success and win nine
games for the second-straight
year. Junior quarterback Jeff
Hecklinski, a 6-3 205 signal caller
who completed 63.3 of his passes
for 1,724 yards, will handle the
offensive
duties
for
WIU.
Defensively,
sophomore
Ty
Locatelli, who recorded 99 tackles
and two sacks in 1996, ·returns at

linebacker.

Bowling Green .Falcons
1996 record: 14-7
Location: Bowling Green, Ohio
Colors: Orange and Brown
Stadium: Perry (40,000)
Conference; MAC
Head _Coach: Gary Blackney
returning offensive starters: 7
returning defensive starters: 9
outlook: Coach Gary Blackney has a reason to be happy. His
Bowling Green team returns a hard-hitting, experienced defense
and a talented group of offensive standouts. Defensively, the
Falcons return nine starters, including Kevin O' Neill, a Butkus
Award candidate who needs only 150 tackles to become the
Bowling Green career leader. A trio of linebackers and threefourths of the secondary return from last season to help O' Neill
and bolster the defense. On offense, Bowling Green will be led by
junior quarterback Bob Niemet, as well as a trio of offensive linemen and a pair of wide receivers who started in 1996.

Ohio Bobcats
1996 record: 6-6
Location: Athens, Ohio
Colors: Hunter Green & White Stadium: Peden (20,000)
Conference: MAC
Head Coach: Jim Grobe
returning offensive starters: 5
returning defensive starters: ·5
outlook: After rushing for 1,072 yards and leading the team in
scoring in 1996, Kareem Wilson, the 1996 Mid-American
Conference Player of the Year, returns for his senior season with
the Bobcats. Steve Hoofkin, a second team All-MAC pick a! fullback, also returns. Hoofkin and Wilson became only the 24th pair
of teammates to each rush for 1,000 yards in a season. Oddly
enough, Wilson, Hoofkin and t_
h e offense may not be Ohio's
strong point. In 1996, the Ohio defense led the MAC in defense
and ranked nationally in several categories~ This season, eight
starters return from that top-notch defensive unit.

--
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PlayerRoster
No.

26
94
28
65
3
45
7
82
22
13
67
43
11
32
10
59
24
63
1
76
86
73
6
67
60
41
40
64
32
6
4 .
18
54
62
16
30
15
59
49
33
21
52
50
12
69
29
24
13
34
95
9

Name
Frank Aliveto
Richard Allara
Michael Amador
Sam Austin
Perlo Bastien
Bob Baum
Bryan Bauman
Anthony Becht
Jason Belcher
John Borosky
Chris Boyle
Ryan Brady
Justin Brown
Kamau Brown Richard Bryant
Mark Bulger
Jason Campbell
David Carter
Matt Caresa
Damon Cogdell
John Conte
Mark Corman
Jeff Costelnock
Scooter .Davis
Eric De Groh
Josh Druck
Randy Dunnigan
Chris Edmonds
Wes Ellis
Mike Enick
Tyshun Evans
Jamie Fields
Charles Fisher
Ken Fisher
Charlton Forbes
Steve Ford
Shawn Foreman
Matthew Garrett
Rashod Gillespie
Rick Gilliam
Anthony Green
Barrett Green
Pat Greene
John Hadley
Bryan Halper
Gregory Hernandez
Brock Holland
H.;:;ih Holness
Maurice Howard
Khori Ivy
J erod Jesso
Steve Johnson
Kyle Kayden
Andy Keating
Curtis Keaton
Ryan Kehler

•

Pos.
RB
OT

Cl.
So.
So.
K
So.
Sr.
OT
DB
Jr.
Sr.
DE
K
Sr.
Jr.
TE
Jr. .
DB
So.
QB
So.
LB
Jr.
LB
So.
KIP
RB
Sr.
WR/CB Fr.
QB
Jr.
Jr.
LB
So.
OB
Sr.
OT
Sr.
LB
Jr.
C
So.
TE
Sr.
OT
Jr.
DB
Sr.
C
Fr.
DE
Sr.
OG
So.
LB
LB
So.
So.
OG
So.
DB
Sr.
DB
DB
Sr.
Sr.
WR
DT
Sr.
Sr.
OG
Sr.
WR
So.
KIP
Sr.
RB
So.
C
Jr.
RB
DB
Jr.
WR
Jr.
Sr.
LB
LB
So.
Sr.
DB
OT
· Sr.
DB
So.
So.
DB
WR
So.
So.
LB
Jr.
DE
Fr.
LB
QB
Fr.
Jr.
RB
OUDL Fr.

Ht.

Wt.

5-11
6-3
5-10
6-4
6-1
6-4
6-1
6-6
5-11
6-2
6-3
6-2
6-1
6-0
5-11
6-3
6-2
6-2
6-5
6-2
6-46-3
6-4
5-11
6-5
6-4
6-3
6-3
6-1
6-3
6-1
6-1
6-1
6-1
6-0
6-3
6-1
5-10
5-10
6-5
6-2
6-0
6-2
6-2
6-2
6-1
6-5
5-11
5-10
6-2
6-2
6-1
6-3
6-4
5-10
6-3

206
295
180
295
185
260
200
255
205
210
220
250
165
235
170
190
225
205
275
235
290
230
290
180
290
245
305
220
230
270
185
180
185
205
280
300
205
180
205
300
240
205
190
240
225
210
295
185
175
185
230
230
220
195
200
250

Hometown
Shepardstown, W.Va
Matewan, W.Va.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Tampa, Fla.
Delray Beach, Fla
Latrobe, Pa.
Erie, Pa.
Drexel Hill, Pa.
Princeton, W.Va.
Welch, W.Va.
East Rutheford, N.J.
Huntington, N.Y.
Clarksburg, Md.
Washington, D.C.
Pahokee, Fla.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Orem, Utah
Philadelphia, Pa.
Ebensburg, Pa.
Miami, Fla.
Morgantown, W.Va.
Harrisburg, Pa.
Greensburg, Pa.
Temple Hills, Md.
Huron, Ohio
Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Dublin, Va.
Pittsburgh,.Pa.
Gilbert, W. Va.
Jennette, Pa.
Miami, Fla.
Keyser, W.Va.
Aliquippa, Pa.
New Martinsville
Old Harbor, Jamacia
Trenton, N.J.

Chesapeake, Va.
Harrisville, W.Va.
Washington, 0.C.
Newville, Pa.
Jersey City, N.J .
West Palm Beach
Monessen, Pa.
Delray Beach, Fla.
Lambertville, N.J.
Hurley, N. Y.
Bangor, Pa.
Dover, N.J.
Frederick, Md.
Boca Raton, Fla.
Waynesburg, Pa.
Dillsburg, Pa.
Freemont, Ohio
Germantown, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Klingerstown, Pa.

98

35
70
50
21
30
23
85
74
17
97
25
14
68
80
40

26
77

46
2
5
. 51
61
88
22
66
99
48
79
6
38
17
19
58
72
27
78
55
48

47
11
96
56
79
87
37

Brad Knell
Antwan Lake
Kevin Landolt
Brad Lewis
Dave Lightcap
· Donnie Lindsey
Steve Lippe
Mitch Liston
Bryan Lorenz
Sean Lynch

Mike Matela
Bill McElroy
Greg McHugh
Josh McMillan
Kirk Mills
Khari Mott
Jon Ohliger
Rick Oleyar
Carlos Osegueda
Wesley Ours
Donnie Pack
Solomon Page
Craig Pfaff
Mark Plants
Jerry Porter
Dwayne Potts
Ryan Price .
Bryan Pukenas
Don Quesenberry
David Richardson
Jeremy Rizer
Greg Robinette
Dominic Rondinelli
Tanner Russell
Bobby Sabelhaus
David Saunders
K.C. Schiller
JaJuan Seider
Boo Sensabaugh
Jeremy Sherman
Rick Sherrod
David Shipman
David Sljanoski
Kerry Siverand
Hen'Y. Slay
Gary Stills
Jamie Sweeney
Jay Taylor
Nate Terry
Varian Terry
Gary Thompkins
John Thornton
Mark Thurston
O'Dell Tucker
Louis Vega
Chad Wable
T.J. Walker

Fr.
OL
TE
Fr.
Sr.
DE
QB
Fr.
Sr.
DB
So.
OG
LB
Sr.
Jr.
DB
LB
Jr.
So.
DB
TE
S r.
Sr.
C/OG
WR
. So.
Fr.
RB
So.
DE
RB
Sr.
So.
K
OG
Jr.
So.
WR
RB
So.
Jr.
DB
OT
Jr.
Fr.
LB
Jr.
RB
QB
So.
DB
So.
Sr.
OT
Sr.
OG
Jr.
WR
Sr.
WR
OG
Jr.
Jr.
OT
RB
So.
So.
OT
QB
Jr.
Sr.
WR
Jr.
LB
Jr.
QB
Jr.
DB
Fr.
OL
RB/DB Fr.
So.
0G
Sr.
OG
DB
Sr.
Sr.
DT
Jr.
LB
Sr.
LB
Jr.
KIP
WR/OB Jr.
Fr.
QB
DB
Jr.
Sr.
OT
LB
Fr.
LB
Sr.
DT
So.
Sr.
TE
Sr.
RB

.

6-6
6-5
5:.5
6-4
6-0
6-2
6-2
6-2
6-1
6-1
6-5
6-3
6-0
6-2
6-6
5-10
5-10
6-1
6-2
6-1
5-10
6-6
6-3
6-3
6-3
5-10
6-6
6-4

6-1
6-3
6-5
6-2
6-0
6-7
6-5
6-2

6-1
6-2
6-2
6-6

6-2
6-2
6-2
6-0
6-2
6-2
6-1
6-1
6-2
6-3
5-11
6-3
6-3
6-0
6-3
6-5
6-0

280
235
285
210
190
280
240
215
225
185
240
300
190
200
250
200
210
230
200
250
190
300

220
235
215
200
275
295
175
195
260
280
230
290
225
205
225
225
205
300
180
260
290
195
290
235
225
185
175
180
205
300
220
220
250
260
195

Poca, W.Va.
New Market, Md.•
Burlington, N.J.
Shadyside, Ohio
Wilmington, Del.
Bridgeport
Uniontown, Ohio
Kingwood, W.Va.
Lancaster, N.Y.
Rustbl.frg, Va.
Brockport, N.Y.
Butler, Pa.
Loveland, Ohio
Morgantown
Columbus, Ohio
Swarthmore, Pa.
Newark, Del.
Saxonburg, Pa.
Miami, Fla.

Rawlings, Md.
Princeton, W. Va.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Equinuk, Pa.
S . Charleston
Washington, D.C
Norfolk, Va.
Brookville, Ohio
Florence, N.J.
Morgantown
Absecon, N.J.
Pt Pleasant, W.V.
Hampden, W.Va.
Bridgeport, W. Va
Princeton, W.Va.
Baltimore, Md.
Palatine, Ill.
Delran, N.J.
Belle Glade, Fla.
Norton, Va.
Reynoldsburg
Charleston, W.V.
Waynesburg, Pa
Rockaway, N.J.
La Marque, Tx.
Elyria, Ohio
Trenton, N.J.

Greensburg, Pa.
Hershey, Pa.
Homestead, Fla.
Homestead, Fla.

Miami, Fla.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Miami, Fla.

McKenney, Va.
Bronx, N.Y.

Rivesville, W.Va.
Ansonia, Conn.
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...coping with injuries

...the spills of the other teams

.

.

Photo by ll<ett Hal

Larry Harris doesn't look happy as he Is escorted off the
field.
,

....the narrow ~scape~
Photo by Brett Hal

Jermaine Wiggins seems to put all of his effort Into keeping the ball .

...fighting over.jerseys

...the close bond
between teams

Photo by Brett HaU
Photo by Allison GoddoRI

l

Olandis Gary barely escapes the clutches of his opponent.

Mark Wicks may have k,pt the ball but he may lose some of
his uniform In the process.

••• confidence in the-coach

...the seemingly effortless dives to ·get the ball

~ b y Brett Hal

Photo by Brett Hal

Damone WIiiiams seems to fly through the air In his attempt
to retrieve the ball.

BIiiy Lyon Is literally neck to
neck with his opponent

-

.
Photo by Brett Hal
WIiiiam Pannell and others listen to the coach's Instructions.
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Herd,Schedule ·
Aug.30
MARSHALL
EAST CAROLINA
at Boston College
at Miami
RUTGERS
at Maryland
VIRGINIA TECH
at Syracuse
TEMPLE
at Notre Dame
PITT

Aug.30
Sept. 6
Sept. 13
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 15
Nov. 22
Nov. 28

noon
12:30 pm
noon
3:30 pm
noon
1 pm
3:30 pm
7:30 pm
noon
1:30 pm
2:30 pm

at west Virginia
at Army
at Kent
WESTERN I.I.NJIS
at Ball State

Sept. 8
Sept. 13
Sept 20
Sept 27
Oct 11
Oct 18
Oct 25·
Nov.1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15

AKRON
atPtlaml(OH)
EASTBIN PtlCIIGAN
at Central Michigan
IIOWll4G GREEN

0110

noon
1 pm

3:30 pm
7pm
2pm
711D
2 IID
7 IID
1 pm
3:30 pm
8:80 pm

1998 Results·
1996 Results
Aug. 31
Sept. 7
Sept. 14
Sept. 21
Sept. 28
Oct. 5
Oct. 19
Oct. 26
Nov. 2
Nov. 9
Nov. 23
Jan. 1

at Pitt
WESTERN MICHIGAN
EAST CAROLINA
at Purdue
MARYLAND
BOSTON COLLEGE
at Temple
MIAMI
SYRACUSE
at Rutgers
at Virginia Tech
North Carolina

W 34-0
W 34-9
W 10-9
W 20-6
W 13-0
W 34-17
W 30-10
L 7-10
L 7-30
W55-14
L 14-31
L 13-20

Sept 7
Sept 14
Sept 21

Sept. 28
Ocl5
Oct 12
Oct. 19
Ocl28
Nov. 2
Nov. 9
Nov. 18
Nov. 30
Oec.7
Dec. 14
Dec. 21

11 01 4TH Auenue (Across
~ 522-0021

HOWARD
WV STATE

at Georgia lou1bern
WESTERN KENTUCKY

18\W.CHmANOOGA
at Vlrlllm Ptlltary
. WEITBIN CARUA
atAIIPalachlanlt
Cl1ADB.
at East 18111. State
FURMAN

08.AMRE
RIIMAN

NORTIEINIOWA
MONTANA

from Glenn's)

W65-27
W42·7
W28-13
W87·8
W46-0
W4&-20
W68-21
W24-10
W 68-25
W 34-10
W 42-17
W 68-14
W64-0
W 31-14
W48-29

23
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WANTED!
Students· interested in making a
difference at Marshall University.
The Student Government
Association has the followtng
vacant seats:
College of Liberal Arts - 1 Fall seat
College of Education - 1 Fall seat
College of Science - 1 Fall seat ·
Graduate College - Open seat(s)
Community and Technical College 1 Spring seat
College of Regents Bachelor of
Arts - 1 Spring seat ·
Qualifications .., 12 or more hours
credit, 2.0 Overall GPA and a desire
to lead, serve and change Marshall
University for the good ·of the students.

MissyYOIJllg

Even Heisman Trophy candidates know the best source to get their news from.
Randy Moss proves it here!
·
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Applications are located in the
Memorial Student Center Room
2W29B

Appllcatlon Deadllne Is Friday,
September 12, 1997•
· 1f you have any questions,
please call the SGA office at 6966435, or Parliamentarian Joseph
Kelly at 697-0369 .
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BEST PART-TIME JOB
IN TOWN!
If you are energetic, fun loving, responsible
and dislike wearing suits to work ... you'll
want to finish reading reading the ad! Our
national marketing firm is seeking individuals like you to do part-time, loeal, seasonal
pr6mo work for·a Fortune 500 cliert.t!; ·
,
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GREAT OPPORTUNITY
TO MAKE EXTRA MONEY! ·· ·

RDUERTISING MRNRGER
Marshall Uniuersity's
-student -newspaper,
the Parthenon . .
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Send couer letter and
resume by Sept. 38 to
Marilyn McClure, 315
Smith Hall, Marshall
Unluerstty, Huntington
mu 25755
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"I just want/to play"
by Chris Johnson
sports correspondent

"It is a tremendous honor to be mentioned with the
top players in college football but I don't feel any
pressure. It's not going to make or break me. If I
win it, I win it and I will owe winning it to my teammates."
Last season, Moss wal\l simply the most explosive
. weapon for one of the most explosive offenses in college football history. The Herd averaged· 485.8
yards per game and 43.9 point per game last year.
And it wasn't all Randy Moss. The Herd running
game featured two 1,000 yard rushers and averaged
226.3 yards per game.
Running back Doug Chapman said, "You have to
establish a running game and having Randy .out
there enables us to do that. We have good balance.
You can't key on just one of our players or either the
pas-sing or the running game. If you do, someone
else is going to burn you."
Moss said this year's offense is just as good if not
better. "We should be able to pick up right were we
left off. Everybody is good. Chad (Pennington) is a
very exciting quarterback. He knows where to put
the ball and he won't make II!any mistakes."

Randy Moss just wants to play football.
A 6-5, 210, sophomore from Rand, W.Va., he came
to Marshall a year ago having to prove himself after
a successful high school career and brief stints at
Notre Dame and Florida State. All he did was catch
78 passes for 1,709 yards and 28 touchdowns.
The 28 touchdown receptions tied Jerry Rice's
mark for most ever in a college football season. His
1,073 yards receiving and 19 tom;hdowns in the regular season set NCAA single season records for a
freshman. He set NCAA I-AA records for consecutive games (regular season) with a touchdown
reception, with 10 and most yards receiving in a
playoff game with 288.
In one season, Moss scored more points than anybody ever has in the Southern Conference, 174. He
also tied the SC mark for career touchdown receptions and beat the old Marshall record by two (Mike
Barber caught 26 from 1985-1988). When he wasn't
catching the ball, Moss found time to lead I-AA football in kickoff return yardage with 34.0 yards per
game. Moss was also named first-team All- ..-----------""""'-----~~~~~
American by five different organizations.
Moss more than proved himself last season
but despite all the awards and records all he
wanted was to just play football.
"It's not about me going out there and scoring
two or three touchdowns a game," Moss said. "I
just want to play and win and help the team get
respect."
. Moss has been the subject of most of the
Thundering Herd's preseason hype. He has
been selected as a preseaon All-American by
Playboy, The Sporting News and Football News.
The Sporting News even ranks him as the top
wide receiver in all of college football. Moss is
also being touted as a Heisman Trophy candidate, the first ever for Marshall.
Despite all of the attention, Moss is more concerned with the Herd's· move to the MidAmerican Conference, I-A football and just
being out there on the field.
"I'm kind of tired of all the. hype," Moss said.
"It gets kind of hectic and wears you down. It's
a honor, but I just want to play. And sometimes
the attention makes it hard to concentrate on
just playing· football."
Even the prospects of winning the Heisman
Trophy, given to the top player in college football
annually, u0esn't seem to matter much to Moss.

•

Being a West Virginia native, Moss
said he is looking forward to the Aug.
30 game against West Virginia
University. "It's going to be interesting
to see what we can do against them.
We are trying not to pump it up too
much. But once we get out there on
the field it is going to be a war. It's our
pride and bragging rights on the line.".
With everything he accomplished
last year and everything he could
accomplish this year, it's no secret that
Moss has caught the eyes of the NFL.
Like most of the attention given to
him, Moss likes to downplay playing in
the pros. He hasn't come out and said
he will leave for the NFL after this
season but it seems to be a strong possibility especially if he puts up stats
similar to those he recorded in his
freshman season. .
"I have talked to Coach (Bob) Pruett
about the pros," Moss said. "He said as
far as playing, there wouldn't be that
much I would have to get used to. But
I would have to get used to the
finances and business part." And Moss
bas already proven that as long as he
gets to play, everything else just seem~
to fall in place.
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